Enjoy Peace of Mind - Above and Beyond Sample Safety

Get connected to VisioNize® Lab Suite
Whether you are looking for a remote monitoring solution, a lab management system or ways to easily access device performance data, VisioNize Lab Suite has all the services to help you build a smart laboratory with enhanced sample safety, productivity and reliability.

For Free (3 connected devices included*)

For starters:
The Essential plan provides you with the basic functions to begin the digital management of your laboratory, starting with increasing your sample safety.

For more peace of mind:
Create device documentation at the press of a button whilst benefiting from enhanced notification options. Enjoy the enriched feature set in VisioNize Lab Suite for more convenience!

For more peace of mind (Billed annually per connected device**)

Real-Time Monitoring
Monitor connected lab devices and track status, parameters, and performance history from anywhere at any time.

Instant Notifications
Receive alarm, error or status notifications to address any issues quickly.

Non-Connectable Devices
Manage an unlimited number of non-connectable devices (e.g. pipettes) by manual data entry, e.g. serial number and location.

Software Updates
Receive remote device software updates for connected Eppendorf lab devices.

Task Management
Plan and assign device-related tasks (e.g. maintenance activities) and get notified when due.

Document Management
Quickly retrieve relevant device documentation, e.g. operating manuals and other SOPs.

Device Data Export
Export device parameter, event data and any user interactions.

Device Data Access
Quickly retrieve all relevant device data and go back in time with the history view.

Audit Trail
Track user interactions or alarm acknowledgements with time-stamped data in an audit trail.

Response-Based Alarm Escalation
Define escalation schemes to individual or multiple recipient groups based on presence in the laboratory.

VisioNize Lab Suite Essentials

VisioNize Lab Suite Sample Safety+

* Additional devices require device licenses which will be billed annually. Hardware and software upgrades are not included.

** All pricing information are available online at: www.eppendorf.com/visionize-subscription

Contact us for more information: www.eppendorf.com/visionize-subscription